The transient relationship between pressure and volume in the pediatric pulmonary system.
An accurate understanding of the relationship between pulmonary pressure and volume is required for modeling pulmonary mechanics in a variety of clinical applications. In this study the experimental techniques and mathematical formulations used to characterize viscoelastic materials are applied to characterize transient pulmonary compliance in juvenile swine. Fixed volumes of air were insufflated into 5 swine and held constant for 45 s while the transient decay in tracheal pressure was measured. An analytical model was developed using an optimization scheme that maximized the model fit to the experimental data over the entire time convolution. The initial injected volume was varied to assess the spatial and temporal linearity of the behavior. Model performance was assessed by comparing measured and predicted pressure during insufflations of erratic volume waveforms. It is concluded that the pulmonary impedance of healthy juveniles can be adequately described over a wide volume and frequency range using a relatively simple 5-parameter model that is linear both spatially and temporally.